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ABOUT US

Quality education has the potential to prepare every child for life. Vidhya Vidhai
Foundation is a not-for-profit organization, working towards transforming schools to
provide Quality Education for all children in Tamil Nadu. We currently work with 6
schools in Tamil Nadu, implementing the Whole School Transformation Program
impacting 3500 students, 140 teachers and 10 School Leaders.
Our VisionTransform schools in Tamil Nadu to ensure quality education for every child.
Our MissionEnable schools to
1. Ensure best teaching-learning practices in school
2. Improve structures and procedures that promotes learning environment
3. Develop a culture of trust, respect, and inclusivity in school
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INTRODUCTION-

Teaching Learning Materials refer to any kind of materials that are used by teachers to
help learners to learn concept with ease and efficiency. They use map to teach about
different countries, globe to explain the earth, pebbles to count, models to teach kidney,
mobile phones to explain photosynthesis, etc. Here map, globe, pebbles, models, and
technology are materials that are being used to clarify the topic.
For example, let us take this simple addition. What is 2+2? We would easily say that it is
4. But it sounds unfamiliar for a Kindergarten child to understand "what makes the
number 2?" and "how adding two numbers provide a different number?". Providing
simple materials like beads or sticks, helps child to visualize the concept of addition.
Here, beads are the concrete tools to clarify abstract concept.
Purposes of using TLM:
TLMs attract the attention of students.
It clarifies abstract ideas
It helps students remember more
It makes learning fun in the classroom
It helps in the application of theoretical knowledge into practical applications.

TEACHERS MAKE AND TEACH (T-MAT)

A rich learning experience plays an important role in child’s learning and it depends
on the person who gives this experience. It is necessary that the person should be
supported in every possible way to make learning happen in classroom. As a part of
improving teaching and learning practices in our partner schools, an event called
Teachers Make and Teach (T-MAT) was conducted at IIT Madras.
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WHY T-MAT?

For the event, around 70 teachers across

1) To widen the perspective of Teaching

4 schools in Chennai came together and

Learning Materials

shared their Teaching Learning Materials

2) To demonstrate the application of

for all subjects.

Teaching Learning Material for engaging

Four organizations- Mantra for Change,

and interactive classrooms

Math Love, Infinite Engineers and Bhumi-

3) To learn and explore the best

working in the field of education shared

practices of Teaching Learning Material

around 50 Teaching Learning Materials in

4) To share Innovative and Creative

the event.

Teaching Learning Materials to use in
classrooms

Teachers were divided into three groupsTransform, Engage and Explore. When

PROCESS OF T-MAT-

Teachers were equipped beforehand to
create materials based on the following
guidelines1) Prioritizing textbook concepts
2) Using low cost/ daily use/ easily
available materials
3) Ready to use format
4) No usage of plastics, readymade
models, thermo cols
5) Innovative and child centric

two groups were presenting, others had
the chance to interact and learn from the
presenters. Organizations displayed their
materials separately that helped teachers
to interact with the persons and to note
down the process of creating different
materials.
The day was concluded with a reflection
circle, where teachers shared their
feedback, learning, take-aways and
challenges.
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Teachers' voices"I was confined to my own classroom but
after coming to this event my perspectives
got widened"
-Ms. Sabitha, St.Antony's Matriculation Higher
Secondary School
"I learned how to make Teaching Learning
Materials using daily available things"
-Ms. Vimala, Angels Babyland Matriculation
Higher Secondary School
"I felt good seeing so many teachers like
me, this gave me confidence to learn more
and perform better"
- Ms. Anandhi, Stella Mary's Nursery and
Primary School

70
teachers

100
TLMs

150
participants
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CREATIVE WORDS

Subject- English
Grade - 1, 2 & 3
Creator Name- Ms. Shakila,
St. Antony's Mat. Hr. Sec. School

There is a strong link between

Materials:

understanding words and understanding

·

26 Paper cups

what we read. When a beginner sees

·

Color sheets

the word “apple” in his book, he sounds

·

Chart

it out and realizes that the word is

·

Sketch pens

familiar. Now he reads the word with

·

Ice cream sticks

confidence. But what if the child comes

·

Timer

across the word “xylophone”, he may try
to read it out but may confuse with

How to do?

"have i decoded the word properly?"

· Cover paper cups with color sheets, to

Enriching vocabulary is a core

make it attractive and appealing for

component of language proficiency and

students.

provides the basis for a child's

· Write letters of the alphabet on the

speaking, listening, reading, and writing.

bottom side of the cups.
· Draw cartoon characters on the chart

This material serves as a tool to assess

paper and cut along with its edges. Paste

students’ vocabulary strength and it is

pictures on ice cream sticks, leaving little

suitable for grades 1, 2 and 3.

part at the bottom to hold the stick.
· Write questions* at the back of the
picture. Make sure that the questions are
simple and clear. Form as many questions
as possible and make sure that they suit all
learning levels.
*Sample questions are explained below.
How to use?
· Arrange cups on the table. Place the
cartoon characters next to the cups.
· Ask a child to pick his favorite cartoon
character from the collection.
· Ask him to look at the question written at
the backside of picture. Set the timer right

Ms Shakila, Grade 2

from the moment the child read the
question.
· Let the child play the game.
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Method 1- Rapid fire
Choose questions like· Form three letter words
· List down the words that have two vowels
· List down the names of fruits
With rules like- No repeating letters
· Try to find as many words as possible
within 2 minutes
Method 2- To revise words from the lesson
you have taught (assessment) or to check
the prior knowledge of the students about
the lesson you are going to teach.
Choose questions like· Who are the characters in the story?
· List down the action words that you have
learnt from the lesson?
· Name some descriptive words from the
lesson.
Method 3: Three clues- One word
Write the descriptions of the word at the
back of the cartoon character.
E.g., Identify the color using the following
clues.
1) It is a six letter word.
2) One of the traffic colors
3) A name of the fruit

Khan Academy is a free learning app that provides
personalized learning experience for students and a
tool to empower teachers. Learn using videos,
interactive exercises, and in-depth articles for free. The
app is available on Google Play Store.
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LEARNING PREFIX AND SUFFIX USING WORD TREE

Subject- English
Grade - 5
Creator Name- Ms. Vanitha,
Stella Mary's Nursery and Primary School
‘Unemployment’- isn’t it a single word?

Materials:

It might look like, but it is actually made

1) A4 sheets

up of three different parts. It has a

2) Charts

prefix, a root word, and a suffix- ‘Un-

3) Scissors

employ-ment’. Adding these parts to a

4) Colour pens

root word provide different meaning to
the word.

How to do?
· Print multiple copies of the tree image

Prefix and suffix are the sets of letters

· Choose multiple root words, prefixes

that are placed at the beginning and at

and suffixes that your students need to

the end of any particular word to give a

learn (Age appropriate). Write them on

new meaning. Learning this particular

the chart pieces.

part of grammar enables children to

· Guiding words:

become skilled at vocabulary.

1.

Root words- appear, happy, honest,

proper, obey, kind, notice, responsible,
The material helps students to improve

help, like, appear

their vocabulary by creating new words

2.

using prefix and suffix, and identify

im, ir

prefix and suffix in a particular word. It

3.

can be used for assessment purpose

· Form student groups and give each

for grades 4 and 5.

group a method. At the end, encourage

Prefixes- Dis, Re, Un, Mis, Pre, de,
Suffixes- ly, able, ity, ing,

each group to share their words with
other groups, along with the meanings.

ShikshaLokam is a societal platform, which enables and
amplifies leadership development opportunities for
individuals and institutions engaged in K-12 education
systems. To explore more, download ShikshaLokam
Learner app on Google Play Store for free,

T-MAT 2018

How to use?
Method 1· Choose any root word and place it on
the stem of the tree.
· Place decks of prefix and suffix cards
shuffled together.
· Guide students to make as many words
as they can, using prefix and suffix cards.
· Instruct them to place prefix cards on
the tree branches and suffix cards at the
root.
Method 2· Place a prefix card on the stem of the
tree, for example, dis.
· Encourage them to choose as many root
words as possible and place the cards on
the branches. Example, honest, appear.
Method 3· Place a suffix card on the root of the
tree, for example, ly.
· Encourage them to choose as many root
words as possible and place the cards on
the branches. Example, honest, kind,
proper, happy etc.

Ms Vanitha, Grade 5

10
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THE THIRSTY CROW

Subject- English
Grade - UKG
Creator Name- Ms. Keerthana,
Angels Babyland Mat. Hr. Sec. School

Flashcards (including word cards and

Through this material, students will be

picture cards) are visual learning tools that

able to:

engages learner to look, remember or

· Make an attempt to understand the

comprehend. The best flashcards are clear

story by analyzing pictures.

and simple so that students understand

· Develop listening and speaking skills,

them easily. They should be large enough

to enrich their vocabulary, and get

for everyone to see - for example, if you

introduced to the concept of describing

are using them with a whole class they

words.

should be in A4 size. This particular

Interactive questions are also listed

material can be used for story telling in

here along with the picture cards.

upper kindergarten classes.
Materials:
Kids like to listen to stories. “The thirsty

· Picture cards of the story

crow” is an interesting story that talks
about a crow that wanders in search of

How to do?

water to quench its thirst and finally hits

- List down all the scenarios of the

upon a successful strategy.

story
- Create a flash card for each scenario

T-MAT 2018
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Source: ISKCON desire tree- http://bit.ly/30qqr6n
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How to use?

Picture 2:

Interaction:

- What does the crow look like? Do you

· Tell the story to the students

notice any changes on it?

interactively. Ask children: how would you

- Why do you think it looks like that?

feel if you are left alone in a place where

- Can you notice anything specific in this

you don’t get anything to eat or drink?

picture?

Elicit free responses (encourage different

- How can it be related to the crow?

kind of responses).

Picture 3:

· There was a bird that was left alone in a

- What is the crow attempting to do in this

place. Shall we keep a name for the bird?

picture?

Elicit their response and choose a name

- How can a pot be used?

for the bird.

- What is the pot made of?

Shall we listen to its story?

Picture 4:
- What is inside the pot? Can you see it?

Picture 1:

- How would the crow feel now?

- What bird do you see in this picture?

- How do we drink water? How do dogs

What is it doing?

drink water? How do birds drink water?

- Where is the bird flying to?

- Compare the size of crow with that of the

- What does it look like? Why does it feel

pot.

like that?

Picture 5:

- What time is it?

- What is the crow looking at?

- What else do you see in this picture?

- Do you find anything in the picture that

- What does the surrounding tell you?

would help the crow to get water?
Picture 6:

Elicit the responses and write it on the

- What does the crow attempt to do?

board:

- Why does it throw the stone into the pot?

1. A crow. It is flying.

Give each group a bowl with least amount of

2. The bird is flying tall/high in the sky.

water and handful of pebbles. Encourage

3. The bird looks tired/ sweating. It needs

them to find a way to bring the water level

water or food to get energy.

up.

4. It is mourning.

Picture 7:

5. There is a house, a tree, many stones,

- What do you see in this picture?

and some grass.

- Where is the water level now? How does it

6. The place is dry and hot.

happen?
Picture 8:

Try to elicit as many descriptive words

What is the plan of the crow? How does it

and action words as possible. Narrate the

manage to get water to drink?

story loudly and clearly with necessary
stress, pause and intonation.

Explore:
Share what you would have done differently
if you were in the situation of the thirsty
crow.
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STORY WHEEL

Subject- English
Grade - 1
Creator- Vidhya Vidhai
A story wheel is a circle divided into 6-8

How to use?

pie segments. It is a visual and written

- Place story book and wheel template

representation of the story. This material

at the center, and make students to sit

enables student to comprehend the story

in a circle . Students read the text

and practice summarizing.

aloud.
- Hand over the wheel to one student.

Materials:

Let him rotate the wheel to open the

- Story in a narrative format

first question.

- Story wheel template

- Ask the child to read the question

- Chart paper

aloud and say answer for it. If he/she is

- Color pens

unable to answer the question, go back

- Split pin

and review the story again for answer.
- Continue until all questions on wheel

How to do?

are answered.

- Draw a large circle on the chart paper.
Then draw lines to divide the circle into
six equal sections.
- Write questions on each part using color
pens. Sample questions can be- 1) Who
are the main characters? 2) Where and
when does the story take place? 3) What
happens in the beginning of the story?
- Make another large circle on the chart
paper. Cut one sixth pie part of the circle.
- Place the circle above the story wheel
template and fix split pin at the center of
the paper. Now the rotating story wheel is
ready.

Source- Florida Center for Reading Research

A new language learning app, Bolo, launched by Google, helps
kids to learn English. A reading buddy, Diya is included in the
app, who reads the text, explains the meaning of English words,
listens us while reading and provides necessary feedback. The
app offers a rich catalog of stories by partnering with different
Organizations. Download the app on Google Play Store for free.
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ேபா ! க ேபா !

பா
Subject- Tamil
Grade - UKG
Creator Name- Ms. Vijayalakshmi,
Geetha Mat. Hr. Sec. School

அ மா, மர , க
த

என ெபய

வ வ

வள

1. பட ைத

ற ைத அற

ைவ த
ம

ஒ
ெம

அற
எ

கமா

வா

க
எ

க ப

ெதாட ப
எ

இ

க றா
ேபா

அ

ப

ெதாட

வாக

ேபா

ெந

க

வ

வ

உ

டா

க

த
:

வக

ண பட
ற

-ஆ

க

, இைல,

ழ ைதக
கைள ேத

ய

2. அ ைட,
3. ெவ

ைள தா

4. கய

,

5. எ

ேகா

,

,

பா

ப ற

ஒ

த, அவ க

கமாக இ

ணமயமான பட
ைண க

ப

. அ த

க ைத ஏ ப
அற

ற

வைளேகா

ெதரி த பட

ெச

ழ ைதக

அவ ேறா

-க

ற

ந

வழிய

கைள

:

கைள அற த

மர , ேபா

தலா ?

ப

க

ெபய

ம

எ

1. வ

ெச
எ

பா

ேகா

ைண

வ ைளயா , அவ ைற

ேப

க

வ ஷய ைத

மன பாட

ஆகாதா?

ெதா

ந

ேறாெடா

ழ ைதக

ஒ

பரி சயமான ெபா

ெந

.

தற

கைள

ப

தா

லாம

இவ ைற
ெபா

ல

ழ ைதக

ரிதைல ஏ ப
ரித

?ஓ

ப

2. ேந

என

வ வ

லாத அ த
க

, உய

ழ ைத

எ

க ப

கைள

வ யாக ெகா

ளலா .

Ms. Vijayalakshmi, Grade- UKG
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3. ெபய கைள

ைற:

1. ச

ச

அ ைடகளாக ெவ

எ

ெகா

2. வ

.

ள

ண பட

அ ைடகளி

த அ ைடகளி

ெவ

ைள தாளிைன ஒ

எ

.

த

, அத

ெகா

வைர

த

ெசா

த

எ

எ

ட

த பழக ய
ைத ப

எ

, அத

கைள

ெவா

வ டமாக அமர

பா

த ெச

ேம
.

வரிைச வாரியாக இைண க

, தைரய

எ

,அ த

ெச

ப யாக தைரய
.

த

, மாணவ களிட

ப

எ

த

அ

ெச

கைள

வ வ த

.இ

த
பய

எ

வா

உபேயாக

1. ஆச ரிய
வ
ெசா
2.

கைள

உ

பட

கா

ப

ெவ

ளைவ ப ற ேபச

ற எ

ெதாட
ெபய கைள

ெபா

ெசா கைள

களி

இத

ற ெசா

த

.

எ

ரிய

வ ைய மாணவ களிட
ேச

ல , தன
களி

ஏ ற
க

ெசா

த

.

பரி சயமான

வழியாக

ழ ைதக

கைள அற

ெகா
ஈ

க

பட த

ெதரி த அ, உ,

ெபா

வ

தனி தனியாக

ைண க

களி

.

ைவ த

ெகா

ழ ைதக

, பட

கைள

ம ற

களாக

ெவா

ெசா கைள

.

த

க, ம ேபா

?

மாணவ களிட

ண பட

பட த

ப

ஒ

வா

ச யளி த

6. மாணவ கைள
ப ரி

.

பலைகய

மணைல ெகா

ட அ ைடகைள

ேம

ஒ
க

எ

த , அத

எ

4. மாணவ க

5. அத

ண பட

ெபய

ஒ

ச
மா

வரிவ வ ைத,

பலைகய

வ ரலா

.

ள

4. வ

ேம

எ

ெபரியதாக இ
ெகா

.

ெபய கைள

த

த

மாணவ க

ஒ ட

3. அ

களி

எ

க

கைள அ ச
ேம

அ பட

த

, அத

றய

பா

எ
ெகா

வா க

. அவ களி

ைன ேம

வள

க,

கைள ஓவ ய வ வ
ெச

லலா .

Thisaimaani is a bimonthly magazine, exclusively for school
teachers. It is a bilingual magazine that contains teaching
resources of all subjects, teacher reflections and details of teacher
professional development courses. To access free resources, visit
http://www.azimpremjifoundationpuducherry.org/publications
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LEAF ALBUM

Subject- EVS
Grade - 3
Creator Name- Ms. Hema,
Stella Mary's Nursery & Primary School
Plants are almost everywhere and

What do you need?

provide a direct connection between

· Cutter,

nature and child’s life. The abundant

· Original leaf samples,

part of a plant is leaf and it comes in

· Magnifying glass

different sizes and shapes. Some are

· A4 sheets/ Notebooks

colored; some with curved margins;

· Pencil

some have thorns while others do not.
But the basic structure of all leaves is

How to do?

same and each part of the leaf has its

· Take children for a walk inside the

own uniqueness.

school campus or to nearby field and ask
them to look closely at the plants around
them.

The material is to understand the

- Probe questions like what are living and

diversity of leaves and provides scope in

non-living things you see on the way?

developing scientific skills like

Why such thing is non-living? Trees

observation, data collection, analysis,

cannot move. Is it living or non-living?

looking for patterns, classification and

- The discussion helps in checking the

drawing conclusions. Prior knowledge

prior knowledge of students and they

needs to be checked with children

should be able to justify plants are living

before creating the material, which is

things.

also included here. The material is

· Encourage students to look at the

effective when probing questions are

leaves closely using magnifying glass and

asked throughout the process of

probe questions like what do you notice

creation.

about the leaf? Do all plants have same
kind of leaves? Are all the leaves alike?
Can you spot any common feature in all
leaves? Also encourage students to draw
the leaves they collect.
· Collect leaf samples from common trees
near your school and keep the leaves in a
wet cloth as soon as you pluck the
leaves. Prefer dry or fallen leaves.
· Keep the leaf between papers, dry them
Ms. Hema, Grade 3

and press them well.
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Source- Andrew Steinbrecher Leaf Color Studies

Characteristics that can be explored
to understand the diversity of leaves
- Size, secretions, smell,
thickness, and services it performs.
Discuss with them1. Identify the trees of the leaves
we collect.
2. What is the color of the leaves?
3. Why do you think they are of
different colors?
4. What is the shape of the
leaves?
5. How are the margins of leaves?
6. How does the leaf feel to
touch?
7. Does it have specific smell?

How to use?
Encourage students to observe, compare
and analyze the characteristic
differences of leaves using leaf album.
·Make students to group them by
similarity based on different
characteristics like shapes, sizes,
margins, and textures. For example,
make a group of leaves that have hairs
on it or a group of leaves that have wavy
margin.
·Provide necessary support through few
questions like:
1.

Find out the list of characteristics

that you used to classify your collection
of leaves.
2.

Why did you select those

characteristics?

Teacher Plus is a magazine aimed primarily for school
teachers. It is a magazine for the practicing teacher who
wants to keep up with trends in education and find ways to
energize his/her classroom with new ideas and approaches.
To find more- http://www.teacherplus.org/
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PARTS OF A LEAF

Subject- EVS
Grade - 5
Source- Mantra for Change
Leaves mostly perform the similar function in all
plants. But why do they look different for different
plants? The differences arises with different parts of a
leaf. Learning the basic parts of a leaf helps students
to explore further about leaf's functions, modifications
and adaptations. This particular material can be used
to teach and assess the the basic parts of a leaf.
Materials:
- Leaf cards: Pictures and Nomenclature
How to do?
- Make picture cards for all the leaf parts.
- Write down the nomenclature of each part on the
separate cards.
How to use?
1.

Teach the basic parts of leaf using the cards that

clearly differentiate each part.
2.

For checking their understanding, provide

individual cards to students. Ask them to pick a word
card with the leaf part written on it.
3.

Students should colour the respective parts of leaf

as mentioned on the card. For example, if the card
says petiole, student should colour inside the petiole
part.

Source: Monetssori for everyone
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WHAT IS MY ADAPTATION?

Subject- Science
Grade - 6 & 7
Creator- Vidhya Vidhai
Plants develop different physical characteristics to meet their needs and to survive in
adverse climatic conditions. This particular material allows students to notice such
characteristics of plant and guide them to think and understand why plants exhibit such
adaptations.
Materials:

Example for guiding

- Pictures of plants at different habitats

clue questions:

- Clue cards- each with adaptation

Guess the mode of

How to do?

pollination- 1) The

- Collect pictures of plants in different habitats. Write

flowers are dull and light

specific descriptions of the plant at the back side of the

coloured

picture (Given on the right side)

2) They are lightweight

- Prepare clue cards with questions that check different

3) Do not possess nectar

aspects of Plant Adaptations.

4) Borne on clusters and

1) Guess the modification

produced in large

2) Guess the tree species

numbers

3) Guess the function

Guess the habitat of the

4) Guess the purpose of the modification

plant- 1) The root travels

5) Guess the habitat of the plant

deep in the soil in search

6) Guess the part modified

for water

7) Guess the mode of pollination

2) The stem is green,

How to use?

erect with branched,

- Give the picture cards to all student groups. Give

broad leaves

them some time to analyze the plant- Which habitat

3) The flowers are

does it belong to? What kind of modifications does it

pollinated by insects

have to undergo to adapt to that particular habitat?
- Provide clue cards to them. The group should find out
the answer using the clues given.

Sourcehttp://www.azimpremjifoundationpuducherry.org/r
esource-catalogues/plants
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PLANT MODIFICATION

Subject- Science
Grade - 6 & 7
Creator- Vidhya Vidhai
The material is to check the
students' conceptual understanding
of plant modifications. The material
also promotes observatory and
analytical skills of students.
Materials:
- Picture cards of modified plant
part
- Cards with questions
How to do?
- Collect different pictures of the
modified plant parts. E.g., pitcher
plant for modified leaf, carrot for
modified root.
- Prepare questions that analyze
students' understanding of the
concept. Sample guiding question1) Is this root/stem/leaf? 2) Justify
your answer 3) Purpose of
modification 4) Name of the plant
How to use?
- Mix all picture cards and keep it
on the table.
- Ask student to pick a card from
the deck. Let him analyze the
circled modified part for few
minutes.
- Provide him with question card.
- Encourage him to find out the
answer by analyzing the picture.

Sourcehttp://www.azimpremjifoundationpuducherry.org/resource-catalogues/plants
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SEASONS

Subject- EVS
Grade - Kindergarten
Creators Name- Ms. Sushmitha (Angels Babyland Mat. Hr. Sec. School),
Ms. Devaki (Stella Mary's Nursery and Primary School)
Do we wear sweater during summer season? Why does a tree shed its leaves during a
specific month? Seasons play a major role in the changes happening in our surroundings.
Learning about seasons helps child to know about one’s own surroundings, be aware of
seasonal changes and prepare oneself according to these changes. The materials
provided here are suitable for kindergarten children to teach about season.

WEATHER WHEEL

The material is used to determine the

How to use?

weather conditions during each day

1. Display the wheel on the classroom wall.

of the school. It enables student to

2. Give opportunity for each child to play

observe weather and identify

the role of the weather forecaster every

changes in the weather.

day.

What do you need?

3. How is the day?- Discuss how children

· Chart paper

are feeling- cold or hot

· Colour pens

What is the weather today?

- Scissor and glue

Different words for describing weather hot

How to do?:

and cold- sunny, windy, rainy, snowy

Make a chart wheel with parts

4. Discuss the day's weather and talk about

resembling weather conditions- rainy,

where the arrows on the wheel should point.

sunny, cloudy, and stormy/windy,

Invite your weather forecaster to place the

with arrow mark at the centre.

arrows accordingly.
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SORT AND MATCH

Certain objects are specific to one

How to use:

particular season, say for example,

1. Place cards with the names of different

raincoat during rainy days and sweater

seasons- summer, winter, rainy, autumn

during winter time. Using this material,

2. Cards of seasonal items like umbrella,

students will group and sequence objects

sweater, cap, rainy coat, paper snow

that are specific to each season. It is

flake, kerchief, scarf etc. are placed

useful during transaction of the concept

together in the bag. Make each student

and during assessment.

pick one seasonal item from the box.
3. Challenge them to place items in the

Materials:

respective season.

· Chart paper

4. Record any questions/concerns that

· Scissors and colour pens

arise during activity. E.g., umbrella can be

· Cards with pictures of different seasonal

used in both summer and rainy seasons

items

SEASONAL TREE

The material is to recognize the

How to use:

characteristics of each season like

1.

thunder during raining or snowflakes

cards beside trees resembling seasons-

during winter. It is used for assessment

summer, rainy, winter, autumn

purpose.

2.

Display tree pictures and place four

Keep pictures that represent each

season such as raindrops, sun,
Materials:

lightening, clouds, and snowflakes in a

· Flash cards- summer, rainy, winter and

separate box.

autumn seasons

3.

· Chart paper, colour pens

tree with pictures to represent the

· Pictures- raindrops, sun, lightening,

different seasons.

clouds, snowflakes

Encourage students to decorate each
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THE PERIODIC TABLE

Subject- Science
Grade - 9-12
Creator Name- Ms. Vijayalakshmi,
Geetha Mat. Hr. Sec. School

Why gold or silver are ideal for making

How to do?

jewellery? Why is copper wire preferred for

· Take 20 cubic blocks. Cover all sides

electronic items? Everything in this world

with four different colour papers

and in this universe is made of the

· Each side will have the information on

elements found on the periodic table.

the basic properties of elements-

Learning these elements makes chemistry

1.

far more interesting. Students find purpose

number and mass number,

of the learning when they are provided with

2.

Size of the atom,

opportunities to apply their knowledge in

3.

Valence of the element,

the world. This TLM enhances student’s

4.

Properties- metal, non metal or

understanding of the basics of periodic

metalloid

table. It is to explain the concept of periodic

5.

Symbols of the elements with atomic

Element symbol

table that is suitable for grades IX-XII.
Objectives:
The students will be able to
· Understand the atomic structure of an
element
· Differentiate between atoms and
molecules; and compounds and mixtures.
· Understand the purpose of periodic table
· Describe the common properties of
specific elements in the periodic table (At
least first 20 elements)

Ms. Vijayalakshmi, Grade X
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Quick engaging questions:
Begin with the questions1.

What do you mean by the term Periodic?

2.

What are the events in our life that are periodic?

3.

What is the use of understanding periodic events?

Now let us take the example of a calendar- What is the prior information that is
needed to create a yearly calendar?
·

Definition of a Year

·

List of months in a year

·

Number of weeks in a month

·

Number of days in a week etc.

Now similarly for creating a calendar that consists of ‘elements’ what all should be
kept in our mind?
·

Definition of element

·

Lists of elements

·

Properties of elements

·

How to order elements

How to use:
1. Divide the class into small groups. Give each group one set of element blocks.
Based on the facts written on the block, ask students to note down the information·

Number of protons, electrons and neutrons

·

Number of electron shells

·

Number of valence electrons

2. Now ask each group to arrange their blocks with certain rules·

Blocks must be placed in the order of their respective atomic number

·

All blocks in the columns must have the same number of valence electrons

·

All blocks in the rows must have the same number of electron shells

Look for different patterns and relationships. What do you infer from the properties of
each element? Point out that the rows are called ‘periods’ and the columns are called
‘groups’. Elements in the same group have the same number of valence electron and
have similar properties.
3. Pick up highly reactive elements and arrange the elements in an increasing order of
their atomic number. Arrange less reactive elements in the same manner. Mention
that the difference between their atomic numbers would be 8 at each step of
arrangement. Discuss the reason behind it.
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FRACTIONS

Subject- Mathematics
Grade - 5
Creator name- Mantra for Change, Math Love
Fractions are part of life. When parts become part of life, many students struggle to
understand fractional numbers. It is nothing but a part of one whole thing. Like we cut apple
into halves or we divide pizza into quarters. The materials here provide them the
opportunities to understand the connections between whole numbers and how a number is
divided into fractions.

FRACTION STRIPS

Equivalent fractions are different fractions

The activity can be extended to introduce

that denote the same number. E.g., 1/2,

the concept of equivalent fractions. Ask

3/6, 4/8 are equivalent fractions that

students what each whole fraction strip

represent the same number. Fractional

equals to? Show them how each fraction is

strips would be helpful to teach this

equal to one whole fraction. E.g., How many

concept, which are materials that are

halves equals one whole? The same strips

divided into different sized pieces.

can also be used to compare fractions.
Place eight pieces representing eighths next

How to use?

to the whole strip. This give them an idea of

- Give four strips of paper to each child.

how a whole part has been divided equally

For the first strip say whole, students write

into 8 parts. Give them different scenarios to

1.

help with comparisons.

- Cut the next strip into two equal pieces
and write ½ on each cut strips.

Explore-

- Repeat the step for other two strips into

In order to make students realize that

four and eight equal pieces respectively

fractions didn’t come only as rectangles and

and writing the corresponding fractions on

circles, enable them to think the other things

each piece.

that make up fractions. E.g., An orange
could be divided into fractions.
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PIZZA PIE FRACTIONS

What do you need?

Ask her “how many total number of pieces

- Paper sheets

in the pizza? How many pieces she gets to

- Marker

eat?"

- Coloured pencils

- Repeat the procedure until all strips have

- Scissors

been used.

- Bowl
Method 2:
How to do?

In this method, students will be challenged

- Draw 10 circles on paper sheets that will

with a problem and they come up with a

function as the pizzas and cut them using

model to justify their solutions. It enable

scissors.

students to demonstrate their

- Divide these pizza circles into different

understanding using a concrete tool.

fractions. E.g., one pizza cut into halves,
another cut into thirds, fourths, etc.

Sample question- Sathya and Priya get

- Cut a piece of paper into various strips.

equal sized pizza. Sathya eats ⅝ of the

On each strip write a fraction- ½, ⅓, ⅔,

pizza and Priya eats ⅜ of the pizza. Now

¾, ⅗, ⅘, ¼, etc. Fold the strips and drop

who ate more pizzas. Show your answer

them into the bowl.

with a model.

How to use?

Method 3:

Method 1:

Ask students to pick a strip from the bowl.

- Ask a child to pick a strip. If she gets ⅓,

The players have to decide whose fraction

she gets a chance to eat 1 piece out of

is greater by comparing two fractions.

three pieces by coloring it on the

They have to justify their reason using

appropriate pizza.

pizza model.
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PLACE VALUES

Subject- Mathematics
Grade - 1
Creator Name- Mantra for Change
The concept of numbers need to be introduced to children through counting of real
objects that they can touch and feel and visually understand the concept of place value:
how ten 1s become a 10, and how ten 10s make one 100. Even though this may be a
fairly simple activity for the child, it lays the foundation of the place value system.
Learning to count up to one hundred and to be able to deconstruct a hundred into tens
and ones lays the foundation of any concept related to the number system. Activities such
as these can enhance the child’s connection to numbers and how they are all part of a
larger system.

METHOD 1- BUNDLING

Materials:

- Show the representation of other

- Icecream sticks

numbers lesser than 100 and draw

- Rubber bands

attention on the fact that the exercise of
counting becomes easier by making

How to use?

groups of ten.

- Introduce students about simple counting

- Provide students with ice-cream sticks

up to 100 using ice cream sticks.

and rubber bands and ask them to count

- Count the sticks slowly till it reaches 10

and make bundles of ten sticks.

and then make a bundle. Continue to make

Encourage them to count these bundles

similar bundles of 10 sticks each,

as multiples of ten.

emphasising the fact that 10 sticks make up

- Ask students to say other numbers, both

1 bundle.

multiples of ten as well as any number

- Count the bundles as 1 ten, 2 tens, and so

that is lesser than 100 where they would

on, following which the number names are

also make use of loose sticks along with

also introduced: “Two tens make twenty.”

the bundles. E.g., 40, 80, 27, 32

“Five tens make fifty.”
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METHOD 2- GANITMALA

Materials:

- Now skip counting in tens: 1 ten, 2

Ganitmala beads

tens, etc., and their numbers names
ten, twenty, etc. Also demonstrate the

How to use?

representation of a few numbers

- Count the beads starting from the number

greater than 10, emphasizing the fact

1 up to 100 counting in ones using Ganit

that counting becomes easier when

mala beads.

we use groups of ten.

- Carefully note down the color change of

- Ask students to say other numbers,

the bead after every ten. In other words,

both multiples of ten as well as any

relating back to the bundling activity with

number that is lesser than 100 and

ice-cream sticks, participants should be

represent it using the beads. E.g., 30,

able to express that the change in the

70, 54, 17 etc.

colour of the bead signifies the completion
of a group of ten.

METHOD 3- FLATS, LONGS AND UNITS

‘Flats, Longs & Units’, also known in simple
terms as ‘Hundreds, Tens & Ones’ is a
significant tool in teaching the concept of
place value. They facilitate easy-handling of
numbers greater than 100 and up to 999.
Materials:
Sheets printed with squares
Scissor

Ganitmala beads
Source- Jodogyan.org

How to use?
Cut the printed sheets into squares.
Demonstrate the smallest unit of the
squares as one UNIT. One LONG is made
of ten such units and so together represent
1 ten. Ten such LONGS together make a
FLAT. One hundred, therefore, consists of
10 tens and 100 units.
The presenter shows representation of a
few numbers greater than 100 and lesser
than 1000. E.g., 250, 678, 925, 660

Flats, Longs and Units
Source- Carson Dellosa Education
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METHOD 4- ARROW CARDS

Once children understand the basics of the

How to use?

number system and they are familiar with

- Give any 3 digit number to students, say

the use of tools such as GanithMaala and

857 using the arrow cards. Let them

Flats, Longs & Units, where the

explore and use the different cards to

representation directly points to the actual

represent 857.

number itself, students are now ready to

- Based on the responses, now

move from concrete to abstract.

demonstrate the right use of these cards in
such a way that they are all aligned and

In order to facilitate this transaction better,

held only from one corner (arrow head

these Arrow Cards would serve as an useful

side).

tool that reiterates the logic of place value

- This would automatically lead them to

and at the same time enables the student to

choose the right cards – 800, 50 and 7 –

clearly see how many thousands, hundreds,

to together make 857.

tens or ones make up the given number.

- Repeat activity by giving them different
numbers up to 9999 and now they should

Materials:
- Printed sheets with numbers (thousands,
hundreds, tens and units)
- Scissors

be able to rightly represent them.
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ANGLES

Subject- Mathematics
Grade - 5
Creator Name- Math Love

Angles arise in various contexts say from opening and closing of doors to movable body
parts. This particular material provide opportunities for students to identify, compare and
describe angles in practical situations.
Materials:
- Clock model with movable arms
- Cards with different angles
How to do?
- Draw a clock on the chart paper. Use ice cream sticks for short and long arm of the
clock.
- Cut a paper into rectangular strips. Write the names of different angles on each sheet
of paper. E.g., Right angle, acute angle, obtuse angle, etc.
How to use?
- Teacher describes different types of angle in terms of time using clock model. For
example, a right angle corresponds to three hours in the clock, an acute angle to any
time between zero and three hours, and an obtuse angle to any time between three hours
and six hours. A straight angle corresponds to six hours and a zero angle to zero hours.
- Now turn one hand from 12 to 2 and ask what type of angle is that.
- Move arms in various angles and make students to find out the angle type.
- Ask a student to pick a card from the deck. If it says right angle, student find all
possible ways to make right angles in the clock.
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FACTORS OF NUMBERS

Subject- Mathematics
Grade - 6
Creator Name- Math Love

Factors are parts of numbers, which when

If the card says 36, the second player

multiplied give the original number. Every

keeps his coins on the numbers that are

number has minimum of two factors, one

factors of 36 (1,2,3,4,6,9,12,18).-

and the number itself. Example, the

- Now the first player cannot use these

number 3 has two factors- 1 and 3 and

number places.

multiplying these factors give the number

- Now second player picks a card from the

3. Some number has more than two

deck and the first player keeps his coins on

factors.

its respective factors. He cannot place his
coins which are already occupied by the

The material provides opportunities for

first player.

students to find the factors of a number

- The game continues. When all the cards

and determine whether the number is

are picked up, each player counts his total

prime or composite.

number of coins. One who gets larger total
is the winner.

Materials:

- While completing the first round, students

- Cardboard sheet numbered 1 to 100

may realize that prime numbers are the

- 100 Coins- 2 different colours

poor choices.

- Hundred pieces of cards numbered 1 to

- Have a discussion with students after

100

completing the game1) What do you notice about even

How to use?

numbers? 2) Can you find any big number

- The game can be played between two

that have small number of factors?

players. First player picks a card from the

3) Can you find any small number that have

card deck.

large number of factors?
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